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Exploration for high-quality (Tier 1 = large, long life, high margin) resources is increasingly 
moving under cover, a realm blind to previous exploration techniques. Access to new search 
spaces is also increasingly challenging in terms of social and environmental constraints. In 
concert, these trends are making the prediction, detection, and discrimination of high- versus 
low-quality mineralization in this environment increasingly more difficult, time-intensive and 
expensive. 
 
Area selection – where to commit an exploration team’s limited people, time and monetary 
resources - is now critical. Done well, it is the greatest value-adding step in the discovery 
process, done poorly, the most value-destructive. A multiscale system approach, long adopted 
in the petroleum industry, has proven to be a powerful tool in area selection. Matching key 
mineralizing processes, geological evidence of these processes, and required data and 
knowledge products to map these processes at each scale of business decision allows for 
systematic prioritization of areas and escape from the “known endowment trap” … exploring 
only where someone has already found something! The systems approach also identifies 
knowledge gaps that help focus exploration and R&D spend.  
 
Detection of mineralization under cover is also challenging, as mineralization cannot be 
observed directly, traditional geochemical vectoring techniques are challenged, and 
geochemical and geophysical signals are masked against regional background variations with 
increasing target depth. We cannot simply do what we have been doing for decades in the 
surface environment with incremental improvement. While direct detection of mineralization 
remains a holy grail, practical exploration must focus on detection of the critical elements of 
the mineral system across scale. What part of the system are you trying to detect/image? To do 
this, the industry needs to expand its traditional definition of “footprints” of mineralization. 
Future technological advances that will enable such detection include better petrophysical 
understanding of background and target rocks so that we can quantitatively assess the rock 
mass; hydrogeochemistry techniques to map deposit “stains”; indicator minerals for fertility of 
systems; and scalable geophysical techniques for imaging systems (e.g. MT, gravity, global 
seismology, reflection seismic). 
 
Discrimination remains a major challenge. How to tell large low-grade accumulations from high-
quality accumulations of mineralization? As controls on metal concentration are often localized, 
quality currently can be discriminated only at the scale of resource drilling. However, high-
quality systems can have distinct petrophysical characteristics. Future possibilities include using 
seismic for coal rank and sulphide amounts/species; MT for fluid flow pathways; Vp and Vp/Vs 
ratios for alteration and veining density. 
 


